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Free Prompts for:
Salon maintenance.............
Marketing strategy............
Product sales.....................
New client consults...........
Essential tools....................
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REPOSTME

Your AI is hungry. The more data and info you feed
it as part of your prompting, the stronger it gets and
the more it helps you.

Remember to
Feed your AI

Tell it about your job and project every
time you prompt!



Proper maintenance and
cleaning are essential for
running a salon smoothly.
This prompt provides a
comprehensive checklist for
daily maintenance and
cleaning tasks, helping
hairstylists ensure a clean
and organized workspace
without having to remember
each task individually.

REPOSTME

Prompt 1
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Prompt: "Provide a
checklist for daily
salon maintenance
and cleaning."

Prompt 1



Attracting new clients is
crucial for business growth.
This prompt provides
tailored marketing strategies
for a specific season, helping
hairstylists to attract new
clients without spending
excessive time on marketing
planning.
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Prompt 2
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Prompt: "Suggest
marketing strategies
for attracting new
clients during the
[season]."

Prompt 2
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Recommending the right
products is crucial for client
satisfaction and retail sales.
This prompt provides a list of
recommended products for a
specific hair type or
condition, helping hairstylists
to suggest suitable products
without extensive research.

Prompt 3
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Prompt: "As an expert
stylist, recommend
products for [hair
type/condition]
suitable for retail
sales."

Prompt 3



Conducting a thorough hair
consultation is essential for
understanding a new client's
needs and expectations. This
prompt provides
comprehensive guidelines
for conducting a hair
consultation, helping
hairstylists to ensure they
cover all necessary points
without overlooking any
details.
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Prompt: "As an expert
stylist, provide
guidelines for
conducting a hair
consultation for a new
client."

Prompt 4
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Having all necessary tools
and products ready is
essential for providing
efficient and quality service.
This prompt provides a list
of essential tools and
products for a specific hair
service, helping hairstylists
to prepare without
forgetting any important
items.

Prompt 5
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Prompt: "Provide a list
of essential tools and
products for [hair
service, e.g., haircut,
hair coloring, etc.]."

Prompt 5
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Without your
reposts and
comments, I
have bed-head
every day


